Effects of an Open Jaw Posture on Vowel Perception in the Aging Voice.
This study aimed to verify through an auditory-perceptual approach, whether an "open jaw" posture would result in improved speech quality for older adults. Forty normal-hearing listeners (20 males; 20 females) aged between 18 and 47 listened to vowel segments and performed two separate tasks: identifying vowels and comparing vowel clarity. Stimuli included vowels segmented from a sentence ("We saw two cars.") produced using a normal and an open jaw posture by 40 individuals aged between 30s and 80s. Three types of stimuli were presented: variable length and intensity, fixed length and variable intensity, and fixed length and normalized intensity. Mixed model analyses of variance were used to determine whether there was a jaw posture effect on the percentage of correct vowel identification. Chi-square tests were used to determine whether vowels produced with an open jaw posture were more likely to be identified as being "clearer." Open jaw posture resulted in higher rates of correct vowel identification, and vowels from contrast pairs were consistently judged as being "clearer" than vowels produced in normal jaw posture. Investigations on the effect of stimulus type revealed that the jaw-related improvement in speech quality was not solely due to an increase in intensity or length induced by an open jaw posture. Listeners assessing vowel identification and clarity in the aging voice were able to better differentiate among vowels spoken using an open jaw posture, and a greater number of vowels produced in an open jaw posture were perceived as sounding clearer.